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a charming wedding venue
Located just outside Maastricht
in the Strijthagerbeek valley,
the 16th century country estate,
Winselerhof is a traditional
farmhouse, with inner courtyard,
offering a unique historic wedding
venue with a casual atmosphere.
An ideal venue to host a spectacular
wedding, Winselerhof has a
charming inner courtyard and
beautifully renovated hay barn
that provide a romantic setting
and unique backdrop for this
celebration. Whether looking to
organise a small intimate ceremony
or a large-scale wedding, there
are a number of elegant salons,
including the characterful Rome
Room and dining options, such
as Luigi’s Lunch Restaurant & Bar
and Restaurant Pirandello offering
endless possibilities. Winselerhof
provides a charming location for an
unforgettable wedding day, where
drinks receptions, lunch, dinner
or buffet can be arranged, all with
an Italian twist.
Designated as an official wedding
location by the municipality of
Landgraaf, Winselerhof can officiate
for bridal couples staying at the hotel
or celebrating their marriage with
a reception, dinner or party at the
farmhouse.
Offering 49 luxurious guestrooms
and suites, Winselerhof is available
for exclusive use.
Our team at Winselerhof is on hand
to help organise the perfect wedding
day, tailored around individual,
personal taste. Recommendations
for florists, pastry chefs, bands,
DJs, photographers, and more, are
available, ensuring a beautiful day,
full of love and happiness.

julia & sander

A CASUAL WEDDING
WITH ITALIAN ELEGANCE
when limburgian sander proposed to his
beloved Julia, they were certain of one thing,
although they had lived in amsterdam since they
were students, when it came to tying the knot,
limburg was their first choice.

High on their wish list was a venue that could
offer an overnight stay and after experiencing
Winselerhof’s rustic 16th-century atmosphere
and delicious Italian cuisine, they were sold.
Sander commented, “Julia’s originally from
Arnhem, but is always the one to suggest a
weekend in Limburg when we want to escape
the hustle and bustle of Amsterdam. She just

loves the peace and Limburgian way of life.
The ‘country feel’ became the basis for our
wedding.” Julia went on to say that it was
“a charming farmhouse surrounded by nature
and definitely, love at first sight! The elegant
inner courtyard only served to confirm how
I felt.” “Another important thing for me was
that Winselerhof is licensed as an official
wedding venue,” added Sander.

it was a charming manor farm surrounded
by nature and definitely, love at first sight!

the big day
The bride spent the night before the wedding
in Winselerhof’s charming Junior Suite, just off
the pretty inner courtyard. Whilst she prepared
for the big day, the groom and his witnesses
got ready in one of the hotel’s private salons.
The couple chose to exchange vows in the
classically appointed Rome Room, however

Winselerhof also offers the opportunity to get
married outside, in the farmhouse grounds or
rustic courtyard.

the toast
With the sun shining, the guests gave a toast
to the happy couple after the ceremony in the
inner courtyard. Retiring to the honeymoon

the couple chose to exchange vows in
the classically appointed rome room.

suite to refresh, Julia and Sander then joined
the wedding party at Restaurant Pirandello
for the reception. Against the backdrop of
the vineyard, the traditional, tiered wedding
cake was cut, followed by plenty of photographic
opportunities framed by Strijthagerbeek valley
and the inner courtyard, providing lasting
memories.

speeches
The couple chose an elegant banquet-style
dinner in the beautiful Rome Room to further
celebrate their happy day. Refined Italianinspired dishes were served as speeches
were delivered by friends and family.

against the backdrop of the vineyard,
the traditional, tiered wedding cake was cut.

the first dance

the wedding night

Sander confessed that, in order to ensure a
wonderful first dance, both he and Julia had
taken dance classes, which were great fun and
where “we laughed a great deal. It meant that
when that special moment arrived we took
to the floor, and had a successful dance and
there were definitely no left feet!”

As the couple retired for the night to the
Junior Suite, after midnight, their guests took
to their beds in luxurious vaulted-ceilinged
rooms. As the sun rose, a fine breakfast buffet
was prepared for friends and family to enjoy,
after an unforgettable day. u

that special moment arrived and the couple
took to the floor, they danced effortlessly.
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49 luxurious guestrooms and suites
Restaurant Pirandello, Italian cuisine
Luigi’s Lunchrestaurant & Bar
4
	 meeting and banquet rooms,
hosting up to 250 people
Exclusive use and marquee options
Inner courtyard with terrace
Extensive
	
grounds with woodland,
vineyard and orchard
Complimentary WiFi
Ample free parking
Electric car charging station
‘At your fingertips’ - Instant messaging
service

rooms overview
Rome Room

217

120

250

Florence Room

40

26

40

Toscane Room

26

10

20

Wine cellar

28

10

20

Restaurant Pirandello

180

80

120

Luigi’s Lunch Restaurant & Bar

84

40

60

-

-

500

Exclusive use
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additional services
and facilities

château neercanne

château st. gerlach

kruisherenhotel maastricht

tunnelweg 99, nl 6372 xh landgraaf
+31 (0)45 546 43 43
info@winselerhof.nl - www.winselerhof.nl

MIX & MATCH
Located within close proximity to each other,
the Oostwegel Collection portfolio offers the
opportunity to combine venues, creating an
eclectic backdrop for weddings and celebrations.
Whether it’s a large-scale party in the
Marl Caves at Château Neercanne combined,
with an overnight stay in the design-orientated
Kruisherenhotel Maastricht, or a religious
wedding at Château St. Gerlach, with dinner
and dancing at Winselerhof, the team will
ensure that great hospitality, an inspiring
setting and unique craftsmanship pervades
throughout.

www.oostwegelcollection.nl

